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Who I am? 
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1. Why are statistics annoying/frustrating?

1. What do I need to know about statistics? 
Things applied scientists should keep in mind.



Why are statistics so annoying?



What’s the problem? 

- “Lies, damned lies and statistics” (Mark Twain, American writer, though 
he may not have been the first, and the title of Darrell Huff’s 1954 book)

- “Damn these human beings; if I had invented them I would go hide my 
head in a bag.” (Mark Twain)

- “If you need statistics, you did the wrong experiment” (Ernest 
Rutherford, New Zealand-born British experimental physicist who came 
to be known as the father of nuclear physics.)

- “You can prove anything with statistics” (almost everyone)



Whose fault is it that no-one likes statistics?

- Us (by which I mean you) – Scientists: statistics sometimes is difficult to 
understand, too mathematical, too many assumptions,…

- Us (by which I mean me) - statisticians don’t communicate well + 
mistakes



Why are statistics so frustrating?
Statistical results seem
• Arbitrary
• Unreliable
• Able to prove anything at all
• Not believable, not helpful

But 
• They’re everywhere and
• They still seem to be important

Conclusion: Statistics are very important - but distrusted - unreliable, unhelpful, 
arbitrary



Why are statistics so frustrating?
• Conclusion: Statistics are very important - but distrusted - unreliable, 

unhelpful, arbitrary



Motivating Example - Why do polls get it wrong?

Brexit, Trump - weren’t predicted - will the Spanish/Catalan polls do any 
better?

1.People lie
2.How they’re feeling today
3.May genuinely change their minds (e.g. Clinton emails)
4.Poll results themselves may discourage voting
5.Selection bias (e.g. landlines miss young people)
6.Selection bias (e.g. respondents may no vote)

USA 2016: 55% turnout
7.Electorate boundaries can lead to skewed results 

USA, 2016: Clinton (48.2%) Trump (46.1%): Trump won
NZ, 1981: Labour (40.4, 39.0) National (39.8, 38.8): National govt



What is it we don’t like?
1. A mathematical discipline 

• Just too hard/counter-intuitive/inaccessible
• Mathematical ignorance is acceptable? But that’s another debate.

2. Unacceptable arbitrariness: you can prove anything with 
statistics

• Polls are unreliable
• We are suspicious that we might be being manipulated
• Some statisticians are incompetent
• Contradictory evidence. Let’s see and example of this.



Contradictory evidence 

• [2005 paper] Yes! 

Red wine is a wonderful heart protecting substance: 
reduces blood pressure

Very large observational studies indicate a protective effect

• Compound Resveratrol is suggested as the active agent

Paul E. Szmitko, Subodh Verma, “Red Wine and Your Heart.” Circulation, 
111:10-11 (2005)

Is red wine good for me or not?



Is red wine good for me or not?
• [2014] No!! turns out the evidence for Resveratrol reducing blood 

pressure was weak 

(Meta-analysis of 6 studies, n=247)
Yanxia Liu, Wanqiang Ma, Po Zhang, Shunchuan He, Daifa Huan “Effect of resveratrol on blood pressure: A meta-analysis of randomized 
controlled trials.” Clinical Nutrition, 34, 27-34 (2015)

Only very high doses may be 
protective: which would carry 
other risks

Figure 2 from Liu et al. (2015)



Is red wine good for me or not?

• [2015] Actually yes, maybe forget the blood pressure thing, if you 
drink red wine you won’t get as fat…

Meshail Okla, Inhae Kang, Da Mi Kim, Vishnupriya Gourineni, Neil Shay, Liwei Gu, Soonkyu Chung. ‘Ellagic acid modulates lipid 
accumulation in primary human adipocytes and human hepatoma Huh7 cells via discrete mechanisms.’ The Journal of Nutritional 
Biochemistry, 26, 82-90 (2015)

…at least if you’re a mouse.



Whose fault is it that no-one likes statistics?

- Us (by which I mean you) – Scientists: statistics sometimes is difficult to 
understand, too mathematical, too many assumptions,…

- Us (by which I mean me) - statisticians don’t communicate well + 
mistakes



Why does this happen?
It’s partly our own fault. A few ideas:  

• We’re all really bad at probability (esp. conditional probability)
• Confirmation bias: tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall 

information in a way that confirms one's preexisting beliefs or 
hypotheses.
• We want statistics to tell us things it can’t.
• Statistics aren’t always simple 

(often come with limitations, which we ignore)
• We overinterpret - selectively

(if powdered pinot noir is good for a mouse, it must be good for me!)



Why does this happen?
It’s partly the way statistics are used by scientists:

1. Done badly
• Poor design - including questionnaire design
• Small sample size - low power
• Selection bias and non-response

2. Interpreted wrongly
• Observational rather than experimental - correlation rather than causation
• Lack of confounder control, ecological bias
• Multiple testing and P-hacking
• Inappropriate analysis
• Inappropriate statements of effect (relative/absolute) 
0.10% to 0.20% is a doubling of risk
• Over-generalisation - Comparisons of non-comparable things; 

3. Simply untrue
• Intentional deception
• Publication Bias

These scientists aren’t necessarily
Being malicious, or dishonest
Sometimes they’re just 
bad at doing statistics



Why does this happen?

• Journalists and the public are at risk of capture by vested interests

• Sensational stories are more readable, more likely to be published

… even if they don’t make sense

Journalists Want… Statisticians want to give them…

What we found Why the problem is important

Why the problem is important How we got our answer

How we got our answer What we found

Limitations on interpretation Limitations on interpretation



And red wine?

• Publication bias* led to an overoptimistic statement about Resveratrol and 
heart health

*when the outcome of an experiment or research study influences the 
decision whether to publish or otherwise distribute it.

• The protection against weight gain isn’t yet proven in humans

• So no-one really knows

Moderate red wine drinking seems like a safe bet.



So what’s the consequence? 
We don’t believe anything!  distrust quantitative evidence: 

● Barely engage with contradictory evidence that is quantitative.
● Convince ourselves that unwelcome results will be disproved later
● “Endogamy effect”: We only really listen to things we already agree 

with, and only get persuaded by people we trust or admire.
● We don’t easily accept evidence that contradicts our views, e.g.

Kellyanne Conway with regard to Trump’s inauguration numbers: 
“Our press secretary, Sean Spicer, gave alternative facts to [these 
claims]”… but a fact is a fact, isn’t it?



But why should we trust statistics?

• It works!

and random sampling is the reason

• We have to sample because can’t measure everyone



We have a population of interest
and measure a sample from it

Population

The sample differs only a little
from the population

We can estimate roughly 
how different

So we end up with uncertain results

But they’re good enough

Sample



We’re all bad at probabilistic reasoning –
really bad

Well … at least some of the time

• The Monty Hall problem
• The L’Aquila earthquake of 2009
• NZ vaccination problem



The Monty Hall Problem
- You’re about to win a car… maybe

There’s a car behind one of these doors
And goats behind the others

Pick a door – if the car is there it’s yours



The Monty Hall Problem
- You’re about to win a car… maybe

There’s a car behind one of these doors
And goats behind the others

Pick a door – if the car is there it’s yours



You pick a door, 
but don’t open it



You pick a door, 
but don’t open it

Say you choose this one



The game show host opens one of the 
other doors – revealing a goat

Say you choose this one



The host then says:
“You can change door now if you want”

You chose this one first



Should you change your mind?
Does it matter?

You chose
this one first

You could 
change to this one



Should you change your mind?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Doesn’t matter

You chose
this one first

You could 
change to this one



Should you change your mind?

1.Yes                       >>> You should change 
2.No
3.Doesn’t matter

Changing doubles your chances of winning the car

There was a 1/3 chance you were right to start with,
So a 2/3 chance it’s behind the other door

You chose
this one first

You could 
change to this one



Should you change your mind?

Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monty_Hall_problem

vos Savant, Marilyn (2 December 1990b). "Ask Marilyn". Parade Magazine: 25.



Why is this hard?

• We just aren’t good at accounting for (conditional) probabilities

• Somehow we think if there are two options they should be equally 
likely (50:50)

But it isn’t true 
(This problem makes some people really angry BTW)

You chose
this one first

You could 
change to this one



The L’ Aquila Earthquake of 2009

US Geological SurveyWikipedia, Creative Commons Licence



 by guest on October 16, 2015http://sp.lyellcollection.org/Downloaded from 

• L’Alquila is in a seismically active part of Italy

• Background earthquakes (<magnitude 2.5) are common

• Background rate (not magnitudes) increased from January 2009

Increased seismic activity
January – March 2009

The L’Aquila trial, Cocco et al. 2015, From: Peppoloni, S. & Di Capua, G. (eds)  Geoethics: The Role and Responsibility of Geoscientists.
Geological Society, London, Special Publications, 419, # 2015 



Public concern raised – March 2009

• Media commentary 
+ a local non-scientific prediction raised community anxiety

• Italian National High Risks Council (HRC) met in L’Aquila to consider if 
there was an unusual risk [31 March 2009]

• Six seismologists at the meeting reiterated:
• L’Aquila is a high seismic risk area
• But earthquake swarms are common there, rarely leading to large earthquakes
• Nothing indicated that this swarm was different



Then 6 days later…   
5.8 magnitude earthquake
• Earthquake hit at 1.32am 6 April 2009
• 380 people died
• 1500 injured 
• Worst earthquake in Italy in 30 years



And afterwards

• Six seismologists + an engineer were put on trial
• Convicted (October 2012) of involuntary manslaughter  - the 

judgment said that they had provided 
"an assessment of the risks that was incomplete, 

inept, unsuitable, and criminally mistaken“

• Worldwide outcry (5000 Italian scientists signed a letter to the 
President, international scientific organisations objected)
• November 2014:  the seismologists’ convictions were overturned
• November 2015:  they were fully acquitted

Defendants 
Bernardo De Bernardinis

and Claudio Eva 
(Nature, 10 Dec 2014)



This was a misunderstanding of probability by 
the court
• About half of major earthquakes are preceded by foreshocks

Prob(Foreshock Swarm | Large Earthquake) = 50%

èIf there is a big earthquake: 50% chance there were foreshocks

This is the probability the court was thinking of

• In Italy in <5% of cases does an earthquake swarm lead to a major earthquake

Prob(Large Earthquake | Swarm) < 5%

èIf there is a swarm of earthquakes: <5% chance a big one is coming

This is the probability the court should have considered



MeNZB Vaccine Effectiveness

• 1991-2008:
New Zealand suffered a prolonged epidemic of Meningococcal B

• 2004-2006:
85% of young New Zealanders vaccinated by MeNZB

• Did the vaccine work?

... No, according to some people …



In NZ Parliament in 2008

• Sue Kedgley (in the opposition) to the Minister of Health (25 Jul 2008): 

“Can the Minister confirm that 109 cases of the epidemic strain of 
meningococcal disease have been reported involving people who were 
vaccinated, 60 partially and 49 fully?”

• Hon David Cunliffe (Minister of Health) replied: 

“I am advised that those figures were correct as at 22 July 2008.”

www.parliament.govt.nz



The disease rate was declining after a peak in 2001

What the figures (they are referring to) showed

MeNZB Vaccine Effectiveness



Huh?  The rate of disease in the unvaccinated population was lower????

Separated by vaccinated vs. unvaccinated

MeNZB Vaccine Effectiveness



What is going on?

The only sensible comparison compares 
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals in the at risk group 

Most cases in the 
at risk group

Most cases are in the 
vaccinated group

Only the at risk population
is vaccinated



This is the graph that we should have drawn to start with

The vaccine was
77% effective

Eliminating all but
23% of cases in the
at risk group

Just looking at the at risk group

MeNZB Vaccine Effectiveness



What do I need to know 
about statistics?

Things applied scientists should keep in mind



Why do I have to think about statistics?

As a scientist you will be 
• collecting data, and then
• wanting to use it to draw conclusions

Your interest is in what the data tell you about the system you 
are studying



Why do I have to think about statistics?

When you talk to a statistician, the things they think about 
are the following:

•What are your scientific questions?
•What are the fundamental concepts underlying the 

experiment or data collection?
•What is it you’re trying to find out?



Why do I have to think about statistics?
• How did these data arise?
• Sampling method/Experimental design

• Is this a random sample?
• Is this an observational study? Are there experimental variables under the control of the 

scientist?
• Exactly what was measured, and how?

• We always want a list of variables, types 
(binary/integer/count/continuous/categorical/ordinal)
Physical ranges?

• Observational errors
• Correlation and dependence – are there replicated experiments?  Are there 

multiple observations of different variables within a set of subjects?  Are there 
other correlations in time, space?
• Is there any missing data?  Censored observations?  How did this missingness

come about?



What is a suitable model for the data?

• Statistical analyses are always based on a data generating model
• There are usually a set of explanatory variables and an outcome 

variable
• The model encodes 
• The way at the explanatory variables influence the outcome variable
• The origin of observational error and uncertainty
• The correlations among the explanatory variables

• The model contains sets of parameters which are to be estimated
• Scientific questions are usually about the values of these parameters
• Are certain values equal?  Zero?  Increasing?



A major warning

• The analysis conclusions are only valid if the assumptions underlying 
the model hold

• A standard statistical test
• Implicitly assumes that some model holds
• Needs the assumptions underlying the model to be correct



Why statisticians seem to think so differently

When a statistician selects a statistical test – they’re thinking first and 
foremost about the underlying model.

Applied scientists tend to think only about the statistical test – and 
want a recipe book for which one to use.

• For scientists increased success with statistics lies in getting a better 
understanding of the models



Where some simple recipes come from

• Single outcome variable, no explanatory variables
• Continuous outcome
• Model = outcome is normally distributed around a mean value
• Test = single sample t-test

Example:  Lots of observations of blood pressure on a set of 
patients
Question: Are these people typical of the normal population?
Statistical Test: Test whether the mean among the patients is 
consistent with the population mean



Where some simple recipes come from

• Single outcome variable, no explanatory variables (cont.)
• Categorical outcome
• Model = outcome is random across categories with known 

probabilities 𝑝1,…, 𝑝k
• Test = one way Chi-squared test

(also known as Chi-square goodness-of-fit test) 

• Example:  Is this population in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium? 
𝑝 = known (A) allele frequency
Expect frequencies of AA, Aa, aa to be 𝑝^2,  2𝑝(1−𝑝), (1−𝑝)^2



Where some simple recipes come from

• Single Outcome Variable, Single Explanatory Variable

Explanatory is:

Outcome is:

Continuous Categorical

Continuous Draw a scatterplot
Fit a regression model
t-test

Draw side by side boxplots
Fit an ANOVA model
F-test, t-tests

Categorical Draw a scatterplot
Fit a (multinomial) logistic 
regression model
F-test, Wald tests

Draw clustered bar charts
Fit a Poisson regression 
model
Chi-squared test



There’s a lot more to know

• The simple tests don’t always apply because the modelling 
assumptions don’t hold

• Correlation and lack of independence is often the problem
(repeated measures, spatial/temporal correlation)
• Ordinal responses – proportional odds model
• Distributional assumptions may fail 

(data not normal, infected with outliers)
• Sampling may not be random/sample may not be representative



Complex problems may need complex 
solutions
• Modern statistics has benefitted from fast computing
• New computational intensive methods are available
• Suitable for complex data generation scenarios
• Methods can be robust to cases where standard assumptions don’t 

hold

• Resampling and permutation tests are good when the data distribution isn’t 
known (e.g. skewed)
• Bayesian methods are natural in situations with multiple levels of variability 

(e.g. region -> ethnic group -> person -> time). Also hierarchical/multilevel 
models.



Take home messages

• Statistics may not be as sexy as neuroscience.  I can accept that.

• But much of what we learn about the world comes to us through the 
statistical route, and we can’t ignore that.

• Statistics is the language that we use to translate observational data into 
statements about the world.   

• So we need it, although dealing with uncertainty was never going to be 
easy

• It’s frustrating because of all of us.  But we can all do better.



Thank you!!!


